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have the last word, and that always ends up with " that's
just the reason ". The anima is irrational feeling, the animus
irrational conceiving.
So far as my experience goes, a man always understands
fairly easily what is meant by anima; frequently indeed,
he has, as I said, a quite definite picture of her, so that among
a collection of varied types of woman of all periods he can
single out the one who comes nearest to the anima-type.
On the other hand, I have, as a rule, found it very difficult
to make a woman understand the animus, and I have never
known a case where a woman could give me a definite state-
ment about the animus, I conclude from this that the animus
apparently has no Definite personality, in other words,
he is not so much a unity as a plurality.1 This fact must be
considered in relation to the special psychology of men and
women. On the biological level woman's chief interest is to
hold a man, whereas the interest of the man is to conquer a
woman, and nature does not encourage him to stick to a
conquest. Thus one masculine personality plays a-deter-
mining role for the woman; the relation of man to woman,
on the other hand, is less definite, inasmuch as he can look
on his wife as one among many women. This makes him1
emphasize the legal and social aspects of marriage, whereas
the woman sees it as an exclusively personal relation. Thus,
as a general rule, the conscious of a woman is confined to
the one man, whereas the conscious of the man has a tendency
to go beyond the personal relation, a tendency that can,
under certain circumstances, run counter to everything
personal. In the unconscious, therefore, we might expect
a compensation by the opposite. The relatively sharply
defined amma-figure of the man's unconscious fulfils this
expectation beautifully, as does also the polymorphism shown
by the woman's animus.
The description of the anima and the animus that I am
1 An1 excellent example of this is to be found in H. G, Wells'
Christina Alberta's Father.

